Impact of interpersonal conflict in health care setting on patient care; the role of nursing leadership style on resolving the conflict

Abstract

An interpersonal conflict is a disagreement between two persons or subgroups of an organization involving significant bitterness and dissatisfaction. Health care professionals, who understand each other’s roles and can work effectively together, have been shown to provide higher quality care and hence, to achieve desire out comes in patient care, it is essential to have good interpersonal relationship in terms of cooperation, collaboration, listen, and respect the values or positions of each other. Strong and effective leadership styles are key components to any health care success. There are certain situations which demand different leadership approaches. Historian and Burns in 1978 developed transformational leadership theory, which emphasizes the importance of interpersonal relationship. Conflict management is a complex process, which demands time and energy. The management and the subordinates must be concerned and devoted to resolving conflict among coworkers by being willing to listen and to find accurate solutions. To overcome interpersonal conflict in the health care setting requires accurate knowledge and skills for health care professionals to reduce the occurrence of conflict. This paper has implications for nurse leaders and organizations who seek to manage conflict among employees to reduce its negative consequences on working environment and organization productivity.
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Introduction

An interpersonal conflict is a disagreement between two persons or subgroups of an organization involving significant bitterness and dissatisfaction.1 Interpersonal conflict usually develops due to altered interpersonal relationship among coworkers or unequal distribution of tasks or lack of understanding of situation by employees. Relationship means being connected or related positively. So relationship plays significant role in causing, and resolution of conflict in effective way. According to Martin et al.2 that relationships are a main source of pleasure and provide defense against stress and because of good relationships, individuals receive active help for difficult tasks and challenges in jobs, emotional support in their daily lives, and companionship in shared activities. On the other hand, if there is no relationship or misunderstanding, obviously conflict will arise and outcome would be distress and ineffective working environment. Recently health care organizations have become complex due to recruitment, lack of resources, communication skills, and work overload. These are subjected to complex interpersonal dynamics among colleagues, and if policies are exist to identify and resolve these, then out come in terms of job satisfaction by employees, and patient satisfaction through standard care will be improved. The Center for American Nurses conducted a survey in 2009, to recognize challenges related to conflict encountered by the professional registered nurse, that interpersonal conflict is the most frequent and problematic type of conflict experiencing in work place.3 No one denies this fact but usually the manager pays less attention due to busy schedule and adopts avoidance style which result in poor work related attitudes and psychological states, such as job dissatisfaction, organizational commitment, turnover intentions, negative emotions, and emotional exhaustion. Hence, it is important for the nurse leaders to identify the source of conflict which may terrible impact on patient care, and to manage conflict by understanding the strategies for the effectiveness of health care setting.

Significance of the issue

Johansen3 reports that workplace conflicts in the healthcare environment tend to be far more complicated because they often involve ongoing, complex relationships that are based in emotion. As in hospital one would interact with different human resources with diversity, including physicians, nurses, managers and personnel’s from same or other departments. However, some time nurses are working under difficult and stressful situation which can lead to negative interpersonal relationship with other co-workers, and they are so busy in their work to reflect upon and to resolve it. As a result, patient care will be compromised and organization would lose its productivity. Health care professionals, who understand each other’s roles and can work effectively together, have been shown to provide higher quality care.4 Hence, to achieve desire out comes in patient care, it is essential to have good interpersonal relationship in terms of cooperation, collaboration, listen, and respect the values or positions of each other. It is usually observed in our context that physicians showing dominancy and lack of acceptance of role of nurses are the root causes of interpersonal conflict in health care settings.

There are number of researches on conflict in health care, especially regarding nurses issues in clinical areas. The most important sources of conflict are deviating management style, staff perceptions, and scarce resources in the unit resulting in higher levels of stress, differences in goals among work groups and competition.5 Hence, managerial style
plays a vital role when conflict is arising either within group or with manager. However, stressful environment, difficulty in achieving the goal and misperceptions lead to conflict. In this regard lack of job satisfaction and staff turnover will result low work outcome and have direct effect on patient care and professional image. There are many skills, those we should learn and practice to work together in a specific way, which may acceptable to all. These skills are not inherent but we can learn through education and ongoing experiences. Grady¹ argued that managers come across such conflicts which arise from these skills deficiencies more than any other reasons. The nurses usually when enter the patient care setting; they have fewer opportunities to get formal training regarding such skills. Conflict is the root cause for any mishap in patient care, these are medication error, improper communication, lack of respect, delay care, cultural and religious valves violation, which would have a direct impact on image of organization, as a result staff turnover and job dissatisfaction will be escalated. So it is essential for a nurse leader to identify the causes and sources of conflict, for which the leader should have specific skills to avoid it and improve the quality of patient care.

**Strategies to resolve interpersonal conflict**

Today health care settings face more challenges as compare to past decades because of competition, downsizing, restructuring, cost control and new technology; these changes are likely to develop conflict in organization. There are many strategies to resolve conflict effectively to minimize its negative impacts. Organization and organizational leaders typically play a role in resolving conflict among the employees. Romer et al.¹ proposed a research model of “Leaders’ Third-Party Conflict Management Behaviors” which is neutral and resolving the conflict in three ways, which are problem solving, forcing, and avoiding. Problem solving is to identify the concerns of both parties and to find a suitable solution which addresses their concerns. Forcing is the imposing of decision by leader to resolve the conflict. Avoiding is the strategy when the leader does not want to involve in the conflict. These three components are suggested to resolve interpersonal conflict among coworkers. Problem solving behavior allowing the individuals to show their goals and point of view, they take it positively as the leader showing interest in their concerns. Hence, when the employees perceive their importance; so, their feelings of controlling the stressful situation enhance, and therefore, negative impact of conflict decreases. This indicates participatory leadership style in which employees are given the opportunity to participate in the decision making process, which minimizing feeling of stress. According to Maboko² involving subordinates in resolving the problems leads to team spirit, which produces job satisfaction, cost effectiveness and better solutions. Furthermore, if there is conflict, the authorized leader should ensure that it is fruitfully resolved. In contrast, forcing behavior has negative impact on employee but based on leader’s interest, and would increase stress rather than resolve the conflict in healthy way. However, conflict may be resolved to some extent as the employees expected the leader to be authoritative and obliged to obey. Furthermore, avoiding behavior may cause frustration in the employees because the leader fails to resolve the conflict and thus conflict will be escalated. Avoiding strategy is better but if the employees perceive it positively, otherwise as in the scenario the situation was worsened.

**Conceptual framework**

Nurses do not have enough time for research and analysis specified for formalizing processes through scientific method, so many problems need immediate action to find the solution. Sullivan et al.³ developed seven-step process (Appendix A), practical strategy to resolve a problem or conflict, which are the most beneficial steps for nurse leader to be more effective in difficult situations. The first step is to identify the problem, the most important part for a leader to resolution of an interpersonal conflict. The problems should be in descriptive statement rather than judgmental or conclusive, and premature interpretations must be avoided by using thorough inquiry of issues as in the scenario, so that to avoid further mishaps. Accurate assessment of conflict among the coworkers needs to achieve long term goals rather than to just a stopgap measure. After the leader reaches to the root of the problem, then he/she should generate possible solutions. This step will give opportunity to a leader to develop more accurate solutions in regard to specific situations. The leaders once set the solutions; then evaluate the suggested solutions by keeping the subordinates and crisis in mind. Choose the best solution to resolve the issues, which is feasible, satisfactory and acceptable by subordinates and higher management. Now it is the time to implement the solution after a detail plan and practical in term of time consuming and effective. More often the employees usually cooperate with such solution which fit into their favor, while few resist. Then the nurse leader should initiate step to educate the staff to comply with the solution. In this situation participative management style is more perfect, which help to identify acceptable solutions to problems. If problem resolved among the co-workers, keep the problem solving process on continue basis. If the leader evaluates the outcome to ensure that conflict has been resolved and build on that experience, it becomes an expert skill that he/she can use throughout the career. The final step of the process depend upon the succession or failure of the resolving the problem, which if conflict does not resolve then repeat the process.

**Leadership style**

Strong and effective leadership styles are key components to any health care success. There are certain situations which demand different leadership approaches. Historian and Burns in 1978 developed transformational leadership theory, which emphasizes the importance of interpersonal relationship.⁹ This theory covers Maslow’s higher level of needs which promote self-esteem and elevate self-actualization in terms of achievement, respect, confidence, creativity, problem solving and acceptance. Leaders need to develop a vision, create strategies to overcome conflicts, and to accomplish the changes required to reach the vision. Nurse leaders often face challenges when motivating the staff to function beyond self-interest. A thorough knowledge and skills required if the subordinates refuse to participate. Tomey⁸ defines the need of knowledge for effective leadership while moving in the direction of transformational leadership style is: Knowing oneself, knowing the job, knowing the organization, knowing the business, and knowing the world. Furthermore, Ellis et al.¹¹ argue that “effectively implementation of transformational leadership result in agreements about priorities, shared valves, perceived common goals and meaningful purposes”. So, one can see that it would be the most effective and desirable in a health care environment. Moreover, transformational leaders’ regular highlighting on team goals is likely to bring about appropriate use of rewards for cooperative behaviors. When confronting disagreement, team members are motivated to consider and incorporate opposing views of co-workers and integrate the most reliable information and the best ideas.¹²
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If we review all leadership theories, there is no one best leadership style to adopt. One cannot say that leaders are totally people or task oriented. Leadership effectiveness is influenced by leader, followers and situation, leaders should be aware of their own behaviors and influence on followers, individual differences, group characteristics, motivation, task and situational variables. Leaders may adjust their style according to the situation and require adaptive behaviors.

Recommendations
Conflict management is a complex process, which demands time and energy. The management and the subordinates must be concerned and devoted to resolving conflict among coworkers by being willing to listen and to find accurate solutions. The following are some useful strategies for management to avoid problematic working environment and to resolve interpersonal conflict in effective way.

These are helpful strategies for mediating interpersonal conflict for nurse leaders, which are as:

a. Be a role model.
b. Be helpful of each individual’s needs within the group.
c. Do not hold responsible anyone for the problem.
d. Focus on the issues, not the personalities.
e. Maintaining privacy and confidentiality
f. Exploration of alternatives

These strategies are practical and easy to implement. If leaders implement these strategies in the workplace, it will help nurses to feel respected and valued. These strategies are helpful strategies for mediating interpersonal conflict for nurse leaders, which are as:

a. Be a role model.
b. Be helpful of each individual’s needs within the group.
c. Do not hold responsible anyone for the problem.
d. Focus on the issues, not the personalities.
e. Maintaining privacy and confidentiality
f. Exploration of alternatives

g. Give equal time to each party.
h. Select a mutually agreeable solution and develop a plan.
i. Summarize key points and plans.
j. Follow up the plans and give positive feedback to participants.
k. Facilitate further problem solving as necessary.

It is important for individuals to maintain a healthy working environment and avoid stressful situation by respecting the coworkers’ values, beliefs, good communication skills, and have enough knowledge to work in a multicultural organization.

Conclusion
Conflict is inevitable in nature. It is a significant issue within health care organizations all over the world. To overcome interpersonal conflict in the health care setting requires accurate knowledge and skills for health care professionals to reduce the occurrence of conflict. This paper has implications for nurse leaders and organizations who seek to manage conflict among employees to reduce its negative consequences on working environment and organization productivity. Learning to manage conflict may help nurses feel more job satisfaction and obviously have positive impacts on patient care. In addition, nurses are more concerns how they are treated. If they are treated with respect and dignity by colleagues, manager and are working with positive relationship and morale, they will experience a positive working environment with less conflict.
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